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INTRODUL TORY STATEMENT

The Center for Social Organization of Schools has two primary

objectives: to develop a scientific knowledge of how schools affect:

their students, and to use this knowledge to develop better school

practices and organization.

The Center works through five programs to achieve its objectives.

The Academic Games program has developed simulation games for use in

the classroom, and is studying the processes through which games

teach and evaluating the effects of games on student learning. The

Social Accounts program is examining how a student's education affects

his actual occupational attainment, and how education results in

different vocational outcomes for blacks and whites, Ihe Talents and

Competencies program is studying the effects of educational experience

on a wide range of human talents, competencies and personal disposi-

tions, in order to formulate -- and research -- important educational

goals other than traditional academic achievement. The Scnool

Organization program is currently concerned with the effects of

student participation in social and educational decision making, the

structure r.4 competition and cooperation, formal reward systems,

ability-grouping in schools, effects of school quality, and appli:a-

ticns of expectation theory in the schools. The Careers and Curricula

program bases its work upon a theory of career development. It has

developed a self-administered vocational guidance device to promote

vocational development and to foster satisfying curricular decisions

for high school, college, and adult populations.

This report, prepated s part: of the Social Account- program,

a review of models and measures of social mobility. The concept of

social Tobility, for the Social Accoents program, is important in

predicting and evaluating the effects of educational achievement on

occupational attainment and vocational outcomes.
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ABSIRV,T

Properties of measures and models of social mobility arc analyzed

in relation to the conceptualisation of mobility. Two main objectives

of mobility research are identified. One is the study of determinants

of occupational achievement, the other is the stidy of mobility as a

characteristic of social systems. It is shown that the realization of

both objectives is hindered by a failure of commonly used models and

measures of mobility to separate out the various individual and structural

factors responsible for mobility.
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1. INTRODUCTICN

One of the essential tasks in research is to make sure that there

is a close correspondence between the concepts of a theory and The empirical

measures of these concepts. When the focus is on mathematical models of

some phenomenon, this demand is formulated as one of asking that the

mathematical model be Isomorphic with the conceptualization of the

phenomenon (Coleman, 1964).

It often can be difficult to tell to what extent there is a close

rorrescondence between measure; and concepts. The conceptualization of

social phenomena studied in empirical research is often imp:ecise, and

many measures and models have rather obscure properties. It is easy to

lament this situation, a:Al too much lamenting may very well inhibit original

and creative research. Few will disagree, however, with the ultimate

objective, a high degree of validity. An analysis of the extent to which

this goal was achieved in a specific research area, poinrin3 out where

things went wrong, should therefore have some value.

It is a precondition for such a task that the area of research

focused on mist have sufficient coherence, so that a confrontation of

concepts with measures is possible. Tho field of social mobility seems

to have the necessary coherence. A strong consensus prevails re;;drding

the conceptualization of mobility, end this c,:usensns may be formulated

in rather precise and unequivocal terms. In addition, a Inr);c body of

empirical research exists which has often placed emphasis on the develop-

ment of adequate measures and models.



This paper will analyze the adequacy of some measures and models

used in mobility research in relation to the conceptualization of mobility.

The analysis will be made in the context of the goals of mobility research.

the realization of these goals, rather Litan correspondence with some

epistomological principles, should be used as the main criterion of

evaluation.

The paper will not deal with problems caused by the quality of data,

since this is not a problem of internal validity. The type of data used

in mobility research, especially the heavy reliance on intergenerational

data, does create some validity problems. These problr_ms arc analyzed at

length elsewhere (Duncan, 1966), and only scant attention will be given

this aspect of the validity question here.

2. THE CONCEPTUALIZATION O1' MOBILITY

The prevailing conceptualization of social mobility may be largely

traced Lack to Sorokin's pioneering work in the 1920's. Sorokin (1927)

gave a definition of the phenomenon, an account of the main factors

la.sponsible Lir ii, aaJ a cli-asification of various forms of mobility.

His general outline has been followed in subsequent empirical research.

No controversy is known to have existed around this concep:talization,

althoui;h there has been a tenJncy here, as elsewhere in sociological

rei.earch, 10 dcvelop private vocabularies. Our presentation of the

conceplialization of nobility will not follow any single author, but

will suclaarize the most important notions.

Hasic in theconceptualizadon of mobility is the distinction between

the positions in a soc'al structure and the individuals who occupy these

positions. Most research has used occupational grumps as a criterion of



classification of positions. Often the motivation for this procedure has

been an interest in the reward the occupation c:riveys to its holder in

the fonn,of prestige and income. In some mobility studies the kriterion

of classification has been solely the prestige of the occupation (Glass,

1954; Svalastoga, 1959).

Social mobility is now defined as movemeots of individuals between

social positions. The unit of analysis has varied; it may be the individual

proper, in which case mobility is usually referred Lo as intragtnerational

or career mobility. The unit may be taken as the family, as indexed by

its male head; and we then speak of intergenerational mobility. Finally,

the unit of analysis can be larger serial groups; however, this unit is

seldom used explicitly in empirical research.

Mobility cna be classified, furthermore, according to the direction

of move. A much used distinction, introduced by Sorokin (1927), is one

in which a movement that involves a charge in a stratification criterion

(such as prestige) is denoted vertical mobility; and all other moves,

horizontal mobility. The latter is thus movement between jobs at the

same prestige or income tevel,

Mobility is commonl: seen as a function of two main sets oir. factors:

eharacteristi,s of individuals and strueteral characteristics of society.

In the case of occupational mobility the latter consists of character-

ivies of the occupational structure. Mo:;t treatments of mcbility

wort of identifying, explicitly, the relevant individual and structural

characteristics. The following account, theiefore, is partli an attempt

o make explicit what has been treated only sporadically and implicitly

in the literature,

8



The individual characteristics are of two kinds. First, individuals

vary with respect to their propensity to move, no mrtLier where they are

pla.zedin the occupational structure. Inc propensity to mc-e, in turn, may

be related to sack characteristics as an individual's naittal

status. Another set of relevant individual characteri ;tics those that

deLmnine his direction of movement. This may he reteri.ed to as constituting

his "occupational ability," Prominently used variables !-re are an individ-

ual's family background and education.

The structural characteristics influencing Lhe I tailiry of an

individual's moving between two occupations are characteristics of the

origin occupation, the destination occupation and the degree or affinity

or distance butaeen the two occupations. With repect to both the origin

and destination occupations, the characteristics directly affecting the

pa.ohability of move will be the numLer of positions (jobs) in the occupa-

tions relative to the numbar of individuals dorandlig those position.-,.

In the origin occupation the relative supply of positions will detenaine

the prcsJure to leave that oc,,upr,.tion. In the destination ,-)ccupation Lhe

rvlative will-Octennine the availahility of vacaL prsitions, or

the "openness" of that occupation.

Sociologists usually mention only in passing tic major sourees of

variation in the supply of posicions in different occupations, their

sources being technological, econ,omic and demographic. In c(.11..ras1,

much attention has been paid to the notion of affinity or distance belveen

occupational groups, and several measures of this vari:+le

The factors discussed above as infinenceson social mobility -- ihy

individual characteristics and the structural characLeritics -

9



can he summarized in the following heuristic e..Tression:

pi.
(t) = f (a

v
,b. (t ) c (t) , d..) (2.1)

where p, '(t) is the probability that individual v moves from occupation i

to occupation 1 in a given uric of time. This probability then is a

iuncticn of individual characteristics a , characteristics of the origin

and the destination occupation bi(t) and c.J (t), and the affinity between

the two occupational groups, dil. With repect to the last parameter we

will ordinarily assure that dil = d

in general it must he assumed that pijv is dependent on lime. Even

if we assumed that a and d., n main relatively stable over time, b(t) and
e 1j

c.(t) would he a function of mohilayat. earlier points in time, since theJ
net mobility in and o!i of occupations i and j_ would influence the pressure.;

to leave occupation i and the openness of occupation I respectively.

In the re,7Aindi:r of th, paper, the conceptualization of mobility

expressed by eq. (2.1) shall he Ompa red wish currently use measures

and models of menility. With the formhlation ;a ,q. (2.1), the demand

for :iternal validity caa be formulated as c'J of being able to measure

the 1)3rd"10.('CS in eq. (1!.1) oithout confoanding the measures with the

remaiking parameteis or with ex(vtmells factors. !his rather hlrio('

sourding c'zmand will he shown to hove senor rather far - reaching implications.

The analysis will be organized arolind what seem to be tin. .lain

0')ic(tives of nobility tcsLirch. An o: whit These ohi-ctiver ar2

is given in the next section.

5
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3. THE OBJECTIVES OF MOBILITY RESEARCH

In th, heuristic expression, eq. (2.1), it is of course possible to

derive a variety of measures from the dependent variables, the probability

2..ij
v
(t). A simple measure would be:

m(L) = 1-as:pilv(t), iij, (3.1)

vi]

which represents the total amount o1 mobility that takes place within a

given society in a certain period of time, t.

A large, if not the major part of mobility studies have focused

primarily on the measurement of m or similar expressions for the amount

of mobility within a society. This is a worthwhile beginning step, but

in itself of limiLcd interest. The next step is the analysis of such

measures. Carlsson (1958) lists three objectives of such an c.nalysis.

Paraphrased, those objectives are

1) The comparison of measures of mobility over time.

2) The comparison of measures of mobility Le tween di fferent societies,

3) The analysis of measures of mobility 'or differer, groups and

classes within a society.

The fir-it two objecti:e, (lowly refer to the use of mobility as a

characteristic of social systems, The rati male for comparing measures of

mobility over time and places is to relate variations in mobility to

variations in other char.:- teriat cs of society. Such an attempt may he

rado with the peal of 1,,nalinp more about the causes of mobility, or

from the perspective of M01) y as an independent Wlrial)lo in the

study of other characteristics Of.' Social system , its political

SL ruc Lure) .



The third objective of mobiltiy research is less clearly classified.

Carlsson seems to refer to both the study of mobility for categories of

individuals with certain characteristics (education, family background, etc.)

and to the study of mobility in subsets of the larger social system (e.g.,

in and out of farm occupations). The latter objective is again clearly an

example of studying mobility as a syste,. characteristic; L1 former, however,

is an instance of studying mobility with the goal of accounting for

individual variations in mobility. The primary interest is not in the

person's propensity to move, out in the distance moved, or the occupational

achievement. Hence, this objective nly be fori.alted as one of wanting La

study individual variations in occupational ability.

In terms of eq. (2.1), the objective of research on mobility as a

system characteristic is to study the parameters b., c. and d.., whe:eac1
the objective when studying ari;.'4i.ons in occupational ability is to

account for variations in a . Wo shall treat the two objectives separ-
-v

ately in the following, since they present rather different, although

not independent, problems.

Sit) }Y occupA'Li( AL Amin

The approach to the study of individual occupational ability has

I greatly over tine. Early research tended to focus on the social

,ecruitment to elite groups, such as professionals, busines,; leaders or

political lvaders. It is an obvious advantage here that data oft.n arc

readily available in biographical lexica, "Who's Wit)," etc. In historic.1

studies of mobility, such data usually are the only ones a'aiia)1v.

7
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Studies of the recruitment to elites are appropriate if the objective

is to relate the social composition of the elite and its behavior. Such

studies are, however, usually inadequate for assessing the probabilit:

of gaining entry to the elite, since the magnitude of the population

groups from which the elite is recruited rarely is established precsely..

if at all.
1

The gathering of mob. ty data showing the intergenerational mobility

betwe.n father and son in a cormunity or a nation clearly solves some

of the problems that plague recruitment studies. Such data not only give

the necessary information to analyze the chances of entering certain

occupational levels, but also make possible an analysis of the effect of

various individual chara.teristics, such as education. 'ibis is an alterna-

tive not perndtted by recruitment studies.

Although it is possible to analyze the effect of individual charac-

teritics on occupational ability with the traditional inter-generational

mobility data, the prohl, m was not posed as such in most studies before

the appearance of Blau and rrnean's work in 1967. Rather, the dependen'_

vat ahle was the position of sen relative to the position of father. The

effect cf7 education, for example, is formulated in terms of the son's

being upwardly mobile, stable or downwardly mobile. More pre-isely, the

purpose is to determi.'e the correlation

rY (x )
1 2

(4.1)

where v in, say education, and x and x2 are father's and son's occupational

level, respectively.

11fri is available, it is possible to estimate the probabili-
ties of r-tting entry, given the soiral origin, by icing haysan probabilities
(S6rensen, 1949) .

1:3



It is a rather obvious drawback of this approach, as shown with nearly

sadistic enjoyment by 31au and Duncan (1967), that the possible values

of (a1 -x2) are determined by xi. Although at face value this is a

resonable approach, some rather unreasonable results are apt to come of iL.

The problom seems avoidable if one controls for father's social

status, and then analyzes the effect of the individual rdiaracteristic

within each of the occupational levels. Great care mmist he exercised,

however, =ant to confound substantive results with the regression effect

(i.e., the tendency toward regression toward the mean, produced by measure-

ment error).

T'Imin (1957) constructed a mobility measure, called Goms, where

son's occupational level is measured in relation to the average occupa-

tionai level of sons from the original stratum. Ibis measure avoids

the probl-m connected with ta'cing the distance between father and son as

the dependent variable. The natural next step is to use regression

analysis explicitly, a procedure associated especially with Duncan ifor

example, Duncan and Hodges, 163; Duncan, 1966; and Plan and Duncan, 1967),

and generally considered CIL...most hnporlant recent innovation in mobility

research.

Regression analysis on mobility data, and the use of such analysis

in the creation of causal mo2els (path-analysis) representa not only a

technical innovation, but a1..o a conceptual change. ihe dependent variable

is not the distance between father and son's occupational level, but the

actual occupational achievement of the person. The occupational level of

father becomes an indicator of the person's social origin, rather than

a criterion of reference in measuring the son's occnpa!ional level.

lel



Father's occupational level, then, is only one of a set of independent

variables alongside such characteristics as father's education and son's

own education.

Since the dependent variable in the approach used by Duncan and

others is actual occupational achievement, this characteristic becomes

an indicator of the occupational ability of the individual. IL it

important to note that occupational achievement is not fmly a function of

the characteristic it is supposed to measure -- occupational ability-- but

is also a function of the characteristics of the occupational structure.

In particular, since the occupational achievement is determined by the

job an individual holds at a particular point in tiTLC, the achievement

depends on the availability of jobs in different occupational groups.

The dependence of occupational achievemcn_ on structural character-

istics means that it is not possible to compare the effect of an indepen-

dent variable on occupational ability in different occupational structures

when ucing the actual achievement as the dependent variable. Using the

approach of Duncan
2

and others, it is not possible, for example, to test

a hypothesis stating that the direct influence of the family of origin

on occupational ability decreases, wkJreas the indirect influence, via

education, increases, as the level of modernization of sceiety goes up.

The problem can be illustrated by a simple example. Assume a

conditional distribution of occupational ability for a given value of an

independent variable, say respondents' education, f(z;), where i denotes

the given educational level and z the occupational ability. The depen-

dency of occupational achievement on structural characteristics can now

,omparison of results such as those obtained by Blau and Duncan (l967)
is furthermore hindered by a technical problem -- their use ')f the standardized
regression coefficients as measures of effect. Since standardized regression
coefficients give the effect with the standard deviations of the independent
variables as units, the measures will be population specific.

10
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be formulated as one of the availability of positions of a given occupational

level at a point in time, "2, detennining a minimum level of occupational

ability, or a price of the occupational level CT.

FIGUKE 1 f(zi)
T

z.

The proportion of persons, P., that obtains the occupational level

is now indicated by the shaded area to the right of CT. If CT varies

from one time point to another or from one place to another, so will

p.J , and so will the occupational achievement of individuals with the

given value of the independent variable. Such a change will be observed

even if the distribution of z. does aot change at all; that is,

even if the effect of the independent variables on the occupaonal

ability remains unchanged. Hence changes in the distribution of ocupa-

tional achievement may be produced solely by changes in the occupational

stricture, without any changes in the distribution of occupational ability.

A completely satisfactory solution to the problLm does nut seem to

be available. Inferences about the effect of independent variables on

occupational ahility may be drawn, however, using an approach previously

applied to comparions of inequality of education (S6rensen, 1969). This

approach relies on a stochastic process model developed by Coleman (1964).

Suppose that at any point in time, t, an 1631vIdual can be charac-

terized by a probability, Ei, of attaining at least Lin: occiyatioual level

I. This probability changes over time according to LI L. process:

de,
__L_ = qr
dt

.

11
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with the initial condition that P. = 1 for t = 0. The_ 1.arameter g

may be conceptualized as the transition rate of gong from the state

"does have the necessary resources to obtain occupational level i" to

th,2 state "does not have the necessary resources." '_'he transition rate

g is then a function of the occupational ability z, and CT the minimum

level of occupational ability for obtaining occupational level j. Hence,

where

q = aly + ao <4.3)

y = z - C (4.4)

The effect of independent variable on the occupational ability can

now be measured, assuming that the independent varilble is linearly related

to occupational ability, by bl in the equation:

z = h 'x h0'
0

(4.5)

chete x is the independent variable. Inserting And collecting Jie constant

terms, of which CT is one wc get

= b,x + bo

Integrating equaL!on (4.2) and inserting, we get

log P. = (b1x + b
o
)t

(4. 6)

(4.7)

Since L may be assumed constant we expect a linear relationship between the

logatithm to the proportion obtaining a given occneatonal level and tne

12



independent variable -- the slope giving the effect of the independent

variable on occupational ability.

As an illustration, Figure 2 shows the model applied to British and

Dannish mobility data. The independent variable is father's social status.

The, occupational level chosen as reference is stratum 4 in Denmark, stratum

3 in Britain.
3

It appears that the model fits, and the slopes arc rather

similar. A slightly lower effect of father's social status on occupational

ability in Britain than in Denmark may, however, seem Lo be indicated.

The model does not make very good use of the data, and models that

enable individual regressions and introduction of several independent

variables need be developed. However, Cie separation of structural and

individual characteristics is possible with this model, and it thus

seems that the approach is one of higher validity than the direct study

of occupational achievement.

5. THE STUDY OF MOBILITY AS A SYSTLM CHARACTERISTIC

The interest here is focused on the three last parameters in eq.

(2,1). As before, this does not mean that the remaining parameter (ilv)

is without importance. However, in the measures and models to he reviewed

balow this parameter has been ignored, which means that the measures of

structural characteristics will be population specific. They will, for

3OLher strata could have been used as reicrenc.e and should give
Identical results. When the cumulative nercentage is ( lose to 0 or 100
the corresponding points have to be deleted, and a loss of information
occurs. The strata shown were chosen to safeguard the most infoiml ion.

13
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example, differ in general according to the age of the population. No

solution has been given to this problem of measures being population

specific although it obviously hinders the comparison of the structural

parameters.

This section will first discuss some simple measures of the affinity

or distance parameter in eq. (2.1), i.e., dtj. Then follems a discussion

of the application of Markov models to mobility data. Finally, some

recently proposed models for the mobility process will be -reviewed,

The point of departure for most attempts to Ilse mobility as a system

characteristic is a matrix where the mar4nals (ni.,n1.) represent the

occupational distribution of fathers and sons and the cell. entries represent

the number of individuals going from one father occupational catcory

to a son occupational category. the difficulties encountered when

using such data to draw inferences on structural characteristics have

been thoroughly analyzed by Duncan (1966). A main problem is that even

if the generation of sons is a well defined cohort, the generation of

fathers will not be so. The mobility between father and son cannot lie

specified in time with the usual intergenerational data. This is

unfortunate since the structural parameters hi and s in eq. (2,1) are

assumed time dependent.

Measures of Structural Characteristics

. Considerable attention has been paid to the (in!stion of how to

measure d or some derivative of this paramet,r such as the overall1J
openness of a society. A variety of indices of this parameter exist,

many of them reviewed by Svalastuga (1959), The best-known attempt to

use mobility a.; a system characteristic (upset and bendix, 1959) does

not rely on such an index, howL:Lm-, but uses the pertentage moving between

blue-collar and white-collar occupatie,m; -- a measure that has no clear

15
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interpretation in terms of eq. (2.1).

In frrre recent compa.rative investigations of mobility (Fox and Miller,

1965, Svalastoga, 1959) the product-moment correlation coefficient has

been used as a measure of the openness of a society. This measure, of

course, does demand a scoring of occupational categories in terms of

prestige. The measure will be identical to Duncan's measure of the

effect of father's status nn son's occupational achievement. Dere the

interpretation is structural, however. Rather than giving the correla-

tion coefficient an interpretation i i terms of any of the parameters in

eq. (2.1), it more appropriately may hu sect as a formulation of the

dependent variable in uq. (2.1), i.e., pi]
v

The most commonly used measure of mobility is probably the mobility

ratio simultam_omsly but independently constiucted by Glass and associates

(1954), Rog'ff (1954) and bressard (1950). This measure it,:

n

n. n
14 (5.1)

The measure is cframonly conceived of as the ratio of actual mobility

over the amount of mobility expected under the hypothesis of statistical

independence between occupatien of origin and occupation of destination.

The reasuru can he derived in a way that lends itself more closely Lo an

interpretation in terms of eq. (2.1), if it is taken as a measure of distance

(Svalastoga, 1959; Carlsson, i958). Using fire so -cat led gravitational mode!,

we get

16
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where u.. is a measure of the distance between occupation i and 1. It1j

is easily seen that d., and c.. arc related as
1] 1]

1:

(5.3)

The distance measure in eq. (5.3) has a definite interpretation in

terms of the conceptualization of mobility presented in eq. (2.1) if it

is assumed that the availability of positions in occupations i and 1,

and thus the parameters b. and c
i

, arc proportional to the number of

individuals there, n. and n
1. J.

The expression in eq. (5.2) with n end n taken as measures of

b. and c. [cf. eq. (2.1)] may be seen as a testa'le model of mobility.

Svalastoga (1959) gives a test of this model. . delineated his social

strata roughly equi.distant in social status (measured by occupational

prestige). He cou ' therefore determine the distances a priori and

test the model by calculiting the expected rates of mobility and comparing

thorn to the actual. ih resolting deviationswere too large to be

accounted for by chance. Svalastoga aftributed the deviations to coding

unreliability. Inc substitution of he marginal entries Ai and n.i

for the parameters b. and e. also may Ip! resroa;:ible for the lack of fit.
-1

The measure c. has been criticized extensively (hillowit4, 1955;

lassio, 1964; Carlsson, 15id) for having a range of variation that depends

on the marginals. An even more serious drawback is that the measure is

not well-suited for comparative purposes (Duncan and Blau, 1967). Pram

.ftfinitioa of c., it follows that11

c n = n n. ,/n
A 1 s. 11

11

(5.4)



are therefore that

X
i
c
ij

n = n/n . n.. = n (5.5)3 1 13 *

If we know c , eq. (5.5) may be scan as an equation in k unknowns
ij

(k equal to the dimension of the mobility matrix), from which we can

determine the ,. 's and tie n
°3
.'s. This means that we tenor have identical

matrices of c.. (e.g., for two time periods), without the marginals being13

identical. Hence, it is not possible to observe unchanged mobility ratios

when the marginals differ. The C.13 :5 are not well-suited for comparative

purposes, since it obviously should be possible Lo observe unchanged

ratios or distances even if the occupational distribution has changed.

Duncan's solution to the prcblem is to suggest what he calls

"simultaneous adjustment" of the cell entries n.. according to the13

differences in marginal distribution between two mobility matrices

(Duncan, 1966) He suggests the following model:

m. = n. + n.,s. + n.,v. + n.,e.. (5.6)
ij ij 11 1 3 1J 11

where are the entries in one matrix and n., the corresponding entries
11

in another; si and vj are parameters for characterizing the changes in

the marginal distribution, and e
ij

an error term. A Lest of this model

then provides a test for whether all the difference between mid and n

:s caused solely by changes in the marginal distribution. the model Cs

not justified by Duncan in terms of mechanisms of mobility, and d n olive

ontcame of the test is, therefore, not very instructive.

The model presented fn eq. (5.6) car be given a formulation in terris

of the parameters in cq. (2.1), however. if we assume that

18
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s = b,
1

- b.
2

i 1

1 2
v. = c. - c.

J J

e.. = d..
1

- d..
2

1J 1J 1J
(5.7)

where the superscripts characterize the two matrices a.. and m,., then1J ij
eq. (5.6) can be rewritten as

1 2 1 1
m. = n + n. (b. - b. ) + n. (c - c.

2
) n. (d. -d

2
)mid =n

tj 1 1 j tj tj ij

This a definite interpretation in terms of eq. (2.1), which gives the

matrix m., as a function of the matrix n and the structural paramters.
-1J ij

If it is assumed that

Is = Ey
j .

= Ee
ij

=2e
i

= U
.

i 3 1

(5.9)

it is possible to estimate all parameters in the model. The model now not

only can be used to test whether all changes can be attributed to changes

in the marginal distribution, but is also provides the necessary infor-

mation to evaluate how much the three sets of parameters contributed Lo

Lhe differences it mobility over time or between placs.

It is unfortuately necessary to assume that the S d.. = 0. Thus

ij 13
an overall change in the d..'s is, by definition, excluded. It is not13
possible to solve the system of eq. (5.8) otherwise.

Simple lLarko. Models

Mobility is conceptualized as being a probabilistic phenomenon, and

a process in time. Hence it is natural to attempt to represent mobility

(5.8)

'This conclusion is based upon work wttl an identical model in
another context, the Tukey model tt be discussed belay.
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as a stochastic process. And the Markov chain model is a natural choice,

since it has nice mathematical properties, is relatively simple and demands

that data be presented in a turn-over table. There exist quite a few

applicati,,Is of Markov chain models to mobility data. Woik on intergen-

eration data has )een done by Prais (1955,) and Matras (1960), On

intragenerational data the'best-known application is by Bliimen and

Associates (1955).

Because of an obvious lack of data, no test of the Markov model on

intergenerational data has been performed. A rest is possible ,ith

intragenerational data -- a test that shows that the simple Markov model

cannot account for the process of mobility (Blumen, Kogan and McCarthy,

19:5).

The rationale for using the Markov model is not made explicit in

most applications, except for the observation that the cot:ries in the

mobility matrix are readily conceived of as bases for the extimates of

conditional probabilities, the governing parameter in the Makzv chain

model. A somewhat more explicit derivation of the model is provided by

Blumen and Associates. They assume that at any point in Lime a person

is exposed to a constant probahility, X, of leaving his job in a time

interval, cit. The proba6ility of leaving wi'hin a Lime interval t,

Pt, is then exp onentially

-t
P = A'e

A
(5.10)

If it is assumed that lob moves are independent of each other, and

that everybody has the same probability of leaving, then the proportion

having i = 0, 1, 2,n moves in the tine interval, t, will he poisson

oistributed,
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-At
r. e . (At)

i

(5.11)

Once a person leaves a job, we assume that his movement is determined by

a set of probabilities which are conditional on the occupation left. If

th-.!re are n occupations, then these probabilities can be set up in a

matrix.

P=

P
1

P In

P

Pnl P nn

The turnover table for a period t can now be written as

M(.:) = roI + r
1
P + r2 P2 + r3P3 r sPs

(5.12)

(5.13)

where I is the identity matrix. Inserting eq. (5.11), eq. (5.13) can be

written .is

-At -Xt. AL -At
2
p2

M(1.) = e + e p -1- e (5.14)

Blumen and Associates show, throucli a rather elaborate argument, that thu

expression 5.14 gives M(t) all the properties of a Markov chain. That

M(q fs indeed a Markov chain can be seen easily by noting chat the right

hand side of eq. (5.14) is the matrix equivalent to an ex;;enential series.

Hence eq. (5.14) can be written as

Qt (5.15)

which is the definition of a continuous time Markov process (Coleman, 1h4).
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This derivation of the model makes clear some of the cru.Aal features

of the Markov model. These are: (1) all individuals have the same

probability of leaving a job in a time interval, It; (2) moves are inde-

pendent of each other; (3) the transition probabilities are a function of

the occupation of origiu only. Of those assumptions, the first has been

held as the most i_mortant, and it is the one which gets all the blame

for the lack of fit of the Markov model. It is easily shown (Bartholomew,

1967) that if this assumption is relaxed and a heterogeneity of individuals

is introduced, than the model will provide a better fit to the data.

Blumen and Associates (1955) introduced this notion by assuming that

individuals can be divided into two groups, "movers" and "stayers."

Recently McGinnis (1968) has introduced a model where A is a function of

the length of stay in an occupation.

The other two assumptions are at least as crucial in view of the

conceptualization of mobility. These assumptions imply that the movement

of individual is in no way constrained by movement of other individ-

uals, and related to this, that the transition probabilities are in no

way a function of characteristics of the destination occupation. That

the movement of individuals and exogenous factors changes the supply

of positions in different occupational groups, and thus changes the

pressure to leave an occupation and the availability of positions in the

destination occupation, is a notion completely foreign to the Markov

model. Hence, the simple Markov model is blatantly in disagreement with

the conceptualization of mobility.

In view of the fundamental conceptual troubles with the Markov

model it may seen futile to repair the model only as fa.: as the helcro-
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geneity of individuals is concerned. This heterogeneity is seen as a

function of variations in an individual's propensity to move. But the

pressure to leave will change as a function of the movement of other

individuals, so the actual probability to leave will change over t-lme

even if the individual heterogeneity in propensity to move is accounted

for.

It should be noted that some have claimed that the statistir:s of

the model are useful in investigations of mobility (Duncan, 1966;

Carlsson, 1958). The model then is a "descriptive device" (Carlsson, 1958)

for presentation of data. It is, however, difficult to see the usr fulness

of this application of Marital/ chains, unless the parameters have a clear

interpretation in terms of the conceptualization of mobility. The

parameters of the simple Markov model, do not lend themselvos to such an

interpretation.

Some Alternatives to the Simple Niirkov Model

White (1968) has attempted to overcome some of the difficulties of

the simple Markov model by turning iL on its head. As mentioned, inde-

pendence of individuals cannot, in general, he assumed. An individual's

probability of finding a vacart position will depend on the movement

other individuals, unless, of course, there is great number of vacant

positions relative to the number of individuals. White assumes that in

general the opposite will be the case, that is, there will he a great

number of individuals relative 10 the number of vacancies. Rut then the

movement of vacancies may bc. assumed independent of each oilier, where the

movement of vancancies is the opposite of tha movement of individuals. If an
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individual moves from occupation i to j, then a vacancy may be seen as

moving from j to i. Hence a Markov model that describe; the movement of

vacanices may be assumed a more valid model of the mobility proccis.

The validity of the \, tcancy-chain model, as White calls it, rests on

the assumptionofa=c1, larger number of individuals than vacancies. The

validity of the model, therefore, depends on the technological, demogra-

phic and economic factors which determine the supply of vacancies relative

to the number of individuals. This is somewhat bothersome. It i also

a serious problem, since it rarely is possible to ascertain the movement

of vancancies. Only in very special cases (of which Wht,!'s own applica-

tion is one) do we know the number of vacancies in different social strata.

A parametrization of the transition rates in the coatinuous Lime

Markov model, suggested by Tukey, is a pn'iLial solution 13 the problem

of giving the Markov model an interpretation in accordarc,2 with eq. (2.1).

Coleman (personal cormnicatioa) has suggested applying the model to

mobility data and it has been applied to intrageneratiolial data with some

degree of success (S6rensen, 1968). The parametrization actually

Laken from a model used in chemistry. The transition rates are written

as

S -SS,

e (5.16)

where s is a characteristic of the state left, and oae of the11
boundaries between states. In mobility data s, can he interpreted as the

mt

pressure to leave an occupation i, and sil interpreted aS the r.ffinity

between i and J. 11211c, the transition rates arc functions of bi and Ili
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in eq. (2.1). The same parametrization may be applied to the vacancy

chain moeel in which we will :;et measures of c. and again d.., pro-
-J ti

vided we do have data on vacancies.

It is tempting to introduce all structural parameters in eq. (5.16),

and thus make the model a full interpretation of eq. (2.1). We will get

b. + c - d.

qij

in the notation of eq. (2.1). Taking loi,arithms we get

log = bi + cj etj

(5.17)

(5.18)

The correspondence between equations 5.8 and 5.18 is ob/ious.

Unfort'inately it has not been possible to solve the system of equations for

b , c. and d . without some rat'aer unreasonable restricti s on thei 3 i3
5

The parametrization 5.18 imposes certain constraints on the

system of equr.tions that make the solution matrix singular, at least

for the size matrix that corresponds to mobility matrices of "normal"

magnit 'c.

If should he emphasized that the model presented in ec. (5.17) is

an attempt to utilize the Markove model as a descriptive device. Since

b. and cJ . arc function of tine, so are the n's, and the Markov propertyt
is lost.

On the basis of considerations similar to the ones the led to the

rejectiou of the simple Markov model above, Coleman a968) has proposed

5
Other than the one of d

ij
= d

ji
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a model for mobility that does see mobility as a function of the availability

of positions. Ile assumes that the rate of movement from occupation i to

occupation j is proportional to the number of individuals in i and the

number of vacant postions or jobs in j. Hence the rate of movement from

iandiis:n,1 *m. d.,, where n, is the number of filled positions in
3 11

occupation i, (that is, the number of individuals there) and m is the
j

number of vacant positions in j.

The total rate of change in n., that is, the loss from i to all

other occupations and the gain to i from other occupations, can now be

written as

dn.
1

dt
= . m, . d.. + 2 n. m . d,.

1 J 13 3 i .11

jfl_ jii

(5.19)

The quantities n.
1
and mj are assumed a function of time. The model

in.plies, as it stands, that everybody in occupation i is an active job

seeker, and that every vacancy is an equally active individual seeker.

Coleman suggests adding exponents to the quantities n and m, and assumes3
that these exponents arc a function of the level of employment. If there

is a very high level of employment and this s many vacant positions, the

exponent to n. would be close to zero, and the exponent: 10 m. close tot 3
1, i.e., there will be few active job seekers and many actiw individual-

seel,ing vacancies.

The same idea may be introduced by assuming that only a fraction

vi of the individuals in occupation i are active job seekers and a frac-

tion s. of the position3 in j are active vacancies. The magnitude of theseJ
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fractions may be seen as governed by the parameters b.
1
and c. in eq. (2.1).1

If the pressure to leave an occupation is high, then the proportion of

active job seekers will be high, If the availability of positions is

high. this is equivalent to stating that the fraction of jobs that are

active "individual-seeking" vacancies is high. Hence the model (5.19)
0.1

can be given a clear interpretation in terms of eq. (2.1), if the terms

n.
1
and m.

]

are replaced by parameters s.
1
and v, that a::e simple functions1

of b. and c.,1 J
One possible way of realizing this is to let the movement between

i and i be expressed as

n . m. d.. = v. . s. . d.. = n. . h. . c. d..
i j 1j J 13 1 1 j 1]

But the last quantity can le expressed as

(5.20)

ni .(bi . c.
J

. di j) = n. . q. (5.21)
1 ij

following, the parametrization in eq. (5.18). Hence, (5.19) may be written as

dni

q.. n. + X q.. . n.
dt jii lj It

(5.22)

This equation lias the sane form as the defining equation for a

continuous line Markov model, although the Markov property is lost since

the are functions of Line. Hence, the Lwo models (5.18) and (5.19)

may be liven the sane form.

With co,,tinuous time data it may be possible to gain insight. into

the behavior of the gr.'s and possible to obtain estimates of Lhe different
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parameters. /Npiric. 1 w:rk the last-mentioned models as a framework

thus does seem to be a fruitful s.-op toward the derivation cf: testable

models that are it accoruance with the co.,,7eptualization of mobility.

CONCLUSION

Our review of models and measures of social mobility has indicated

two main unresolved problems. One is the contamination of structural

andindividual factors in the study of occupational achievement and ability;

another the apparent failure to obtain satisfactory models that will

enable measurement of structural factors determining mobility.

The first problem is important if an attempt is made to study

determinants of occupational ability in different occupational structures,

separated, for example, by time. The relation between structural character-

istics and occupational achievement should, on the other hand, not hinder

analysis cf the relative importance of different variables for occupa-

tional ability, which has been the primary objective. in recent mobility

studies. If results from these studies are to be used for predictive

purposes (for example, to evaluate the effect of a change in level of

education on the occupational achievement of blacks), the inability to

evaluate the importance of structural factors for occupational achieve-

ment is a hindrance. The established relation between occupatiolal achieve-

ment and education is partly a function of the availability of jobs at

different occupational levels, at a particular point in Lime. To predict

the occupational achievement of a group if its educational level is

8
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changed a certain amount is only meaningful if the availability of jobs in

different occupational group., can be assumed unchanged. But this

assumption leads to a contradiction since the availability of jobs

depends, among other things, on the number of people with the necessary

occupational ability to enter a given occupational level -- a function

of the level of education.

A somewhat unsatisfactory solution is proposed in this paper Lo

the problem of the contamination of structural and individual factors

in the study of occupational achievement, lhe methcd suggested

enable multivariate analysis of individual data. However, th,

does fulfill our rain demand by enabling analysis of the effcc(

independent variable on occupational ability independent of sttt

variations.

The second major problem, tke lifficullies encountered

ing, structural loriels and measures of mobility, is pertly onus(,.

lack 01 concern lir the dtvelop:ent of models isomorphic with t:

tualiation of mobility. lie various attempts to casure the d

between occupational ,;reaps thus ignores variations in the

of jobs. ahe prom rent use of Narkov models in mobility reseal-,

the fact_ Lhat the assumptions of the simple Markov model are

disagreement with the conceptualization of mubil:ty.

proldms are r,;:pons tHc fmr

Lit.: of various models and Tic] -airt.'s. the most co; ui1+111), us,,L1

affinity Or Instance occnpai ional } ;maps Lims his a s,

when used for c:imparative puipo,es. An alteinative mthod

9
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mobility differences between occupational structures can be explained

by structural differences only has an interpretation in terms of the

conceptualization of mobility if it is assumed that the overall affinity

between occupational groups remains the same. This assumption is necessary

to solve the system of equations developed. 'The samu problem, caused

by the structure of a system of equations, hinders a satisfactory solution

of a parametrization of a continuous time Markov model.

Empirical analysis of transition rates between occupational groups

has been suggested as a fruitful next step in the development of models

of mobility. Su -h work might indicate what will be reasonable assump-

tions for structural models of mobility.

Another problem, not touched upon in the structural. models discussed,

i:, the separation of individual and structural factors. The parameters

in the presented models will vary with population characteristics, since

they are dependent on individual characteristics. When analyzing

differences between occupational structures in mobility, assumptions there-

fore have to be made concerning uoncommitant population differences.

3)
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